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Structure and Plays: Brief History

 Aristotle wrote in the Poetics 
(a guide book for 
playwrights) about the 
structure of action. 

A tragedy implies a fall and 
comedy, a rise.

 Aristotle also identified 
various structural conditions 
that were present in plays.

Unities of time, place and action



A brief (but important) side note…

 Drama is created by conflict, or tension.

 Conflict occurs between two or more elements in a play.

Character conflicts: human vs. human; human vs. self…

I need to get 
out of this car. I need to keep 

driving. 

Prithee good 
sir, might I 

pose a query?

Sure man, 
what up?

Structural conflicts:  juxtaposition of different time periods; 

rhythmic conflicts; different registers of language.



Structure and Plays: Genesis

 Structure can also be used as a point of 

germination for a script and this process is guided 

by the following:

What makes a structure a viable germinal idea for a 

play?

What elements in a structure can create conflict or 

tension?



Game Show Structures: The Price is Right

In 2003 I decided to write a play based on the structure 

of the game show The Price is Right.

I removed all elements of the game show except for the 

structure.



Game Show Structure: The Price Is Right
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Game Show Structure: The Price Is Right

 The initial creative process:

 Create eleven characters.

 Embed them with intertwining desires and conflicts.

 Place the characters into the structure.

 Examine the structure for connections and disconnects 

between characters:

 Who wants to see somebody, 

but does not?

 Who sees who they want to?

 Who sees who they don’t want to?

 Select a location in which the action 

takes place.



Game Show Structures: The Price is Right

 The play that resulted from this structure, Ain’t 
Nothin’ Quick ‘n Easy, was not about the game show.

 Focused on a community of people and an old store 
in rural America.

 Ain’t Nothin’ Quick ‘n Easy has been produced in 
university, community and regional theatres around 
the United States.

Won an award for comic writing from the Kennedy 
Center American College Theatre Festival.



Game Show Structures: The Price is Right

 What makes The Price Is Right structure 

dramatically viable?

 The consistent appearance of new characters reveals 

new information about the characters that remain 

onstage.

 The consistent disappearance of characters creates  

tension by providing a desire (in both characters and 

audience) to see more of these characters.

 The reappearance of characters in culminating scenes 

provides a payoff for the desire to see characters that 

exited the stage earlier.



Game Show Structure: Another Example

 In order to develop this idea further another simpler 

game show structure was adapted.

 Presented during the past several years, as workshops 

with…

 Students

 Playwrights

 People who are interested in writing plays, but have no 

experience as a playwright.



Game Show Structure: Another Example

 The game show adapted for this purpose was The 

$50,000 Pyramid…



Game Show Structures: Pyramid 1

(a winner is chosen*) (a winner is chosen)

*winners may be chosen by various 

means i.e. flipping a coin
= contestants

= host
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Act 1  Scene 1 Act 2  Scene 1



Game Show Structures: Pyramid 1

•What makes this structure dramatically interesting?

•The elimination of one pair for a private  interaction creates a hierarchy and 

tension.

•The switching of alliances between the pairs of yellow and green characters 

raises conflict and questions: why would they switch alliances?  What was the 

cause?

(a winner is chosen*) (a winner is chosen)

*winners may be chosen by various 

means i.e. flipping a coin
= contestants

= host

Act 1  Scene 2 Act 2  Scene 2

Act 1  Scene 1 Act 2  Scene 1



Game Show Structures: Pyramid

 Sample scenarios based on the Pyramid structures:

 Two couples [pairs of green and yellow] booked the same room 
in a bed and breakfast and try to convince the host [red] who 
should get that room; the couples switch because two of the 
partners get upset by how their counterpart handled the 
negotiation. 

 In a Star Trek Universe, Captain Kirk and Spock [yellow] meet two 
aliens [green]. The two pairs encounter the Alien King [red]. Kirk’s 
attraction to one alien and Spock’s affinity to the logic of the 
other upsets the King who proposes a contest that only one group 
will win. 



Additional Structure:  A Creek

Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool PoolRiffle RiffleRiffleRiffle Riffle

• The structure allows for a character (or “a leaf”) to float from one pool to 

the next.

• The audience’s focus shifts through both time and characters.

•The location then evolves behind the people and become a character. 

• Riffles are moments of monologue or soliloquy.

•Watersheds, a play based on this structure, is about life on a Missouri creek; 

so it is also an example of structure reflecting subject and theme.



Benefits of Beginning with Structure

 Frees up the mind to make more creative decisions.

 Allows for problem solving to take the place of creative 

pressure.

 Turns the creative process into a game or a challenge.

 Reveals information about how tension and conflict are 

generated in a script.



The goal…

 The goal is to discover structures that contain 

elements that may lead to new and innovative plays 

and dramatic structures.

 Whether a structure becomes art is up to the artist, 

not the teacher.



New questions and possibilities…

 Will these plays, even if they are not about 

mathematics or science, be able to communicate 

how such a structure is functioning?

 How might other elements besides characters be 

manipulated through structures for dramatic 

purposes?

 Emotions? 

 Hot-button issues? 

Objects?



New questions and possibilities…

 What additional mathematical or scientific 

structures can be utilized as germinal ideas for new 

plays?

 Symmetries of a triangle, prime numbers…



Thank you!

 For more information or if you have ideas, please 

contact:  dmwhite@towson.edu
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